
On this occasion, however, this small flock of Cockatiels was 
much more settled than most and I managed to get a passable shot. I 
returned to the vehicle with a smile on my face.

We travelled north to St George and then west to Cunnamulla. 
At 10am it was getting hot and the morning flushes of birds on the 
roadside were rapidly diminishing. We were, however, lucky to see a 
few Major Mitchell’s Cockatoos not far west of St George. One circled 
over our heads showing its lovely pink hues under the wings. John’s 
first sight of a Mitchell’s Cockatoo!

From Cunnamulla we stopped at Eulo Bore, well known for its bird 
life. The actual tank is now empty but next to the bore an overflow 
area contained water, as did a round concrete trough. Bird life was 
not as abundant in these parts as it had been in the past, even though 
it was midday and some species would usually come in for a drink 
on a hot day. Nevertheless, we did see our first Black-tailed Native- 
hens—three birds at the overflow, very shy and secretive. After Eulo 
we began travelling north and headed for Quilpie. We frequently 
crossed causeways containing water but the surrounding country 
was dry, suggesting that water had travelled down the creeks but rain 
had not fallen in the area. We were now in Channel Country where 
water can travel hundreds of miles from floods further north down 
to south-west Queensland. This is exactly what happened earlier in 
2009.

On this occasion, Black-tailed Native-hens were everywhere that 
water was to be found—this is one of those species that has not been 
seen in the district for years and then suddenly appears in great 
numbers when rain or floods arrive. From Quilpie we travelled north-
west and spent the night in Windorah where it was 41ºC in the shade. 
Not unusual for this area, except that it was not summer yet!

Blue-bonnets are one of those brightly coloured little parakeets 
that frustrate my photographic interests. In Windorah, two pairs 
stared down at me from the power lines in the main street without a 
care in the world. It was early morning, however, and the light was not 
good for photography.

The rest of the trip involved driving from Windorah to Bedourie 
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I
n early October 2009 flocks of Budgerigars were found to be 
in huge numbers in the Boulia region of western Queensland. 
I have often travelled through the region and have only seen 

the occasional small flock. However, earlier last year Boulia received 
the best rains it has had in several years. The pasture flourished and 
seed production increased. 

Queensland’s Courier Mail dated 26 October 2009 featured a 
photograph of a massed, albeit small portion of a flock of Budgerigars 
captioned, ‘Skies near Boulia teeming with Budgies’. A Boulia grazier 
who had taken images of the Budgerigars remarked that she had never 
witnessed so many birds in the 26 years she had lived there. Another 
person mentioned that he had counted 17 nests in one Coolabah tree 
and, due to the lack of hollows, one pair was even nesting on the 
ground! The information and pictures were circulated worldwide. I 
have always wanted to see such a spectacle and although I travel 
through central Australia regularly I have not seen more than 300 or 
so Budgerigars at a time.

I wanted to head off to Boulia as soon as possible for fear of missing 
the enormous numbers, but I was unable to get away immediately. I 
contacted the grazier who advised me that although the Budgerigars 
were still there, the numbers were dwindling and they were not as 
common in town.

I had to decide whether to take the chance and expense of driving 
to Boulia. The decision was made to go, and a good friend, John 
Courtney of Inverell decided to accompany me over 6000 kilometres 
to see these flocks. 

I set off on 22 November 2009 and stayed overnight in Inverell, 
a great country town which harbours a significant number of bird 
species in and around the district.

John and I set off for Moree early the following morning in 
darkness. We pushed through Moree heading towards Mungindi on 
the Queensland/New South Wales border. It was now light and early 
morning—a great time to see birds on the side of the road. 

My trips invariably include many stops in an attempt to photograph 
wildlife or country landscapes. I do not know how many times I have 
stopped for parrots only to have them fly off. It was not long before 
I came upon a nice flock of Cockatiels. This species are shy and 
elusive and seldom give me the opportunity of a shot. They fly off 
into the distance and land on a tree 100–200m away and although 
I continue stalking them—and invariably manage to chase them 
further—I most often return to the vehicle disgruntled, sweating and 
covered in flies. That is bird photography most of the time!
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through country that has red sand dunes—being on the eastern 
edge of the Simpson Desert. The 240km of gravel road was in great 
condition and we managed to get some images of a Brown Falcon 
and a Wedge-tailed Eagle sitting on a sand dune for observation. 
We finally arrived in Boulia at midday and it was extremely hot. Even 
though it was siesta time we could still hear Budgerigars in the town’s 
streets, but not in huge numbers. They had apparently moved east of 
the town by this stage.

We enquired at the Boulia Desert Sands for accommodation 
and were advised that a cameraman for the BBC was in a nearby 
room—Lindsay Cupper, a well-known bird photographer who had 
worked with his late father, Jack, on the 1981 book Hawks in Focus, a 
Study of Australia’s Birds of Prey, and others. He also performed a lot 
of the camera work along with David Parer on the recent ABC DVD 
Australia—Land of Parrots.

Lindsay was in Boulia to obtain footage for the BBC and had 
already been there for a week establishing suitable areas to video 
the Budgies, showing off these immense flocks to their best.

You could not meet a nicer, more helpful person. He asked what I 
wanted to achieve and I replied that I wanted to photograph big flocks 
of Budgerigars. That afternoon we followed Lindsay to a farmer’s tank 
some 40km east of Boulia. As we arrived we could see and hear large 
numbers of Budgies sitting in trees near the tank. The birds were 
trying to avoid the hot conditions by sitting in the shade in leafy trees, 
all the while panting and mostly with wings drooped by their sides. 

Lindsay told us where to set up near the tank, however I did not 
want to interfere with him or his own plans—after all it was his tank 
and he had priority as far as I was concerned. Instead, Lindsay 
decided that he wanted to follow some Budgie clouds on the plains, 
and he left us.

The Budgerigars started to arrive in large flocks, the sound of 
their wings very obvious as they passed and landed at the edge of 
the water, only to pause momentarily before darting away again to 
avoid predation—this continued for at least an hour and a half. Black 
Falcons buzzed through wheeling flocks. To me it was obvious they 
could not miss, surely! However, they were seldom successful. It was 
amazing to watch. You would think that with a beak open and two 
claws at the ready they would land three Budgerigars every time, but 
this is not the way they hunt—the prey is caught in the talons.

We just stood with cameras clicking and video running, our jaws 
dropping at the incredible numbers and spectacle before us. Lindsay 
arrived back just as it was getting dark and the action was dying off. 

He had no luck with the clouds that afternoon. 
We told him what we had witnessed, and thanked him profusely, 

describing the unbelievable numbers we had seen to which he 
replied, ‘You haven’t seen anything yet, the mornings are far better!’ 
I remember thinking to myself how impossible it seemed that our 
experience from that afternoon could ever be beaten.

Next morning, bright and early, we were waiting at the tank when 
the Budgerigars came in—similar numbers to the previous afternoon. 
Lindsay said we were welcome to come with him to see the Budgie 
clouds on the plain and return about 7am to witness the ‘big drink’

Naturally we accompanied him. Lindsay stopped along a fence 
and pointed to the horizon where we could see up to a kilometre away 
a number of green fogs above the plain, moving to and fro and then 
disappearing as they landed. These 'green fogs' were enormous 
flocks of Budgerigars feeding on the plain. One minute they were 
there and the next they were gone, erupting from the grass almost as 
soon as they landed as hawks and falcons swooped through. It was 
incredible!  

AN EXPLOSION 

OF BUDGIES 

Black-tailed Native-hens in Windorah—these 
birds can be missing from an area for years and 

then suddenly arrive after rains

Budgies were in such numbers that you would think they 
would crash into each other
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We managed to find a gate on 
the fence near some corrugated iron 

water tanks and proceeded through the 
gate in our four-wheel-drive, across the 

grassy plain. This was not easy as the 
plain was often full of surprises such 
as ruts and small water channels 

over which I sailed thinking, ‘What 
am I doing to my expensive vehicle?’ 

being mindful all the while that it was 
for a good cause—to get closer to 

the Budgerigars.
I am sure that the images 

and video I captured of swirling 
flocks that morning were a once-in-

a-lifetime achievement. Lindsay said that even the ABC, with all its 
resources, had taken three years to find Budgerigars in such huge 
numbers! In fact he said that the Budgerigar numbers at Boulia were 
far greater than he had ever previously witnessed. We then returned 
to the tank to await the greater concentrations of Budgerigars coming 
in to drink. I was sure that Lindsay had been exaggerating when he 
said that there were greater numbers to come.

We set up to see the spectacle and all I can say is that Lindsay was 
right. The Budgerigars came in and you almost forgot to photograph, 
the numbers were mind-numbing! At times I just stood there in 
amazement, forgetting about photography and video and just being 
thrilled with a wildlife spectacle that I do not think will ever be 
beaten—the numbers, the noise of their calls and the whir of their 
lovely green bodies—it was unbelievable!

The images and video I took will only give you an idea of what 
we experienced. You had to be there to live the incredible numbers. 
Documentaries of locusts have blown your mind, but they are not 

as colourful or as noisy as the green locust of central Australia, our 
Budgerigar!

On the morning of 26 November 2009 we stood filming as one 
of these immense clouds enveloped us. Budgerigars were leap-
frogging each other towards us and surrounded us, seemingly 
oblivious to our presence. 

Altogether we spent roughly two days with these birds.
Unfortunately, due to other commitments, we could not prolong our 
trip and we left later that day. 

On travelling some 70km from our first encounters with Lindsay 
we came across another huge concentration of Budgerigars while 
heading towards Winton. I cannot say for sure but this flock may have 
contained even more birds than at the other site.

I hope that as a nation we make a greater effort to conserve our 
wonderful wildlife and ecosystems so that other people can enjoy 
the same thrill as we did over those two short days. There had to be 
millions of Budgerigars in the region. We will never know how many 
in total. I only know I witnessed tens of thousands of Budgerigars and 
it will be imprinted in my mind forever.

ResouRces…  

The Budgerigar, The Challenge and How to Care for and Tame 

your Budgerigar and the DVDs Australia—Land of Parrots and 

Breeding and Exhibiting of Show Budgies, Breeding Budgerigars 

for Beginners and Australian BirdKeeper Magazine back issues—

vol. 6, iss. 12; vol. 7, iss. 1; vol. 9, iss. 3; vol. 9, iss. 4; vol. 9, iss. 

5; vol. 13, iss. 3; vol. 15, iss. 2; vol. 15, iss. 5; vol. 21, iss. 5; vol. 

21, iss. 6; vol. 23, iss. 4 . (See Free Mail Order Card or  

www.birdkeeper.com.au.)
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A Brown Falcon was one of the raptors benefiting 
from the budgie explosion
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FINALLY BACK IN AUSTRALIA

RAINBOW PELLETS
Available in Different Sizes 
to suit various Pet and 
Breeder Species

AUSSIE COMPANION PARROT SUPPLIES
Phone: 07 4697 3953
Fax: 07 4697 3954
Email: heavyhorse@live.com

ALSO DISTRIBUTORS OF

                Handfeeding Formula
ASPEN BEDDING (Reptiles)
TIMOTHY HAY (Guinea Pigs & Rabbits)

Some of the EsafortTM and  
EsaplaxTM Features:
•	High	quality	uniform	zinc		
	 coating	that	does	not	flake	or		
	 fall	off
•	Variety	of	mesh	sizes	to	suit		
	 your	bird
•	All	1m	wide	and	25m	long	rolls
•	Straight,	no	warping,	twists		
	 or	wire	repairs	in	the	roll
•	High	quality	welds	that	do	not		
	 fall	apart
•	Non	Toxic	PVC”

Your Birds deserve a high quality wire that doesn’t  
flake or rust away after installing

For more detailed information please visit www.thewiresupplier.com.au
Phone (07) 5445 8333 or Phone (03) 9005 0944

Introducing Esafort™ and 
Esaplax™ Europe’s leading 
Wire Mesh for Aviculture 
and Animal Husbandry

High Quality Wire Now Available in Australia
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